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“It’s too tight.” I tried to make eye contact, 

but Beatrice didn’t want to hear it.

“Do keep still, Master Merrill.” The maid 

tugged the corset to its full height. “Your 

mother’s figure has curves that your body 

does not. This will help.”

Maybe sympathy was too much to expect, 

but did the woman really have to take such 

pleasure in turning me into one of them?

A stab of pain through my head reminded 

me of what was at stake here, and that I 

really had no choice in the matter.

“Breathe out.” She wrestled the top hook 

into its matching eye and pulled the zipper 

all the way up. I knew that a similar garment 

ensnared her own body; it was part of the 

uniform. Maybe that’s why she was smiling.

Or maybe it was the vagina that was now 

hidden under my corset. How many maids 

had ever super-glued their young master’s 

junk into a prosthetic re-creation of that?

Or maybe it was my new breasts. They were 

once Mother’s, of course, she having worn 

them constantly in the years following her 

double mastectomy. Now they were mine. 

And given the rather strongly-worded 

warning on the glue used to attach all three 

pieces, I was beginning to worry that the 

arrangement might be permanent.

“They’re expecting you next-door,” Beatrice 

said, dressing me in a loose shirt. I must 

have looked sad. “It won’t hurt,” she said.

“I know. It’s just… I won’t be me anymore.”

She shrugged; it was no concern of hers. 

“Your mother is a fine woman, Merrill. 

Think of it as a step up in the world.”

It was Jonah’s job to turn my face into 

Mother’s. He didn’t need a mask, only a pair 

of latex pads affixed beneath my eyes and 

blended with my skin. Mother had the kind 

of prominent cheekbones most women can 

only aspire to, but that seemed to be the only 

significant difference between us.

“Quite remarkable, really,” the beautician 

said, fussing over the right blend of water-

proof concealer and liquid foundation.

“Lady Helena was only sixteen when she 

bore Master Merrill,” Beatrice said.

“A lovely woman,” Jonah said, studying the 

photo pinned to the mirror. “It’s such a pity 

what happened.”

“Don’t tell her that. M’lady’s mind is sharp 

as ever, to say nothing of her tongue.”

I don’t want their pity!

Mother’s voice erupted through the tiny 

transducer buried in my left ear. This was 

her secret portal into my head; no one else 

knew about it. And the device worked in 

both directions; Mother could hear every 

word spoken to me, and by me as well.

“She doesn’t want your pity,” I muttered, 

just to make her happy.

A similar device lay buried in my right ear, 

but its messages were meant to be spoken 

aloud, without hesitation. I was still learning 

to do that. Failure was rewarded with a spark 

of pain in one ear or the other; or both.

I felt like a puppet, which was a pretty good 

description of my life thus far. I’d never had 

much of a say in anything, from the clothes I 

wore to the food I ate. Now even my gender 

was subject to Mother’s whim.
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Jonah left my face and set to work on my hair. We 

were both blonde, of course, but my hair was much 

shorter than Mother’s. Her wavy tresses were once 

the envy of socialites everywhere, which meant that 

I was destined for a serious set of hair extensions; 

wefts of force-grown human hair, fused to my scalp 

with an adhesive aptly named Liquid Steel.

“Six months, no problem,” Jonah assured me. 

“Maybe more if you take care of it right.”

Months? How long would a cure take for Martian 

Fever? Ever since the return of the Mars Retrieval 

Probe there had been much talk and little progress, 

but cracking the first virus from another planet was 

bound to take more time than I had.

Jonah rinsed my hair, rolled it into loose curlers and 

let it bake under the dry heat of an inflated bonnet. 

It unrolled into a cascade of loose waves, tipped 

with open-ended curls.

“So like your mother’s,” Beatrice said, helping out 

with a hairbrush. “She will be pleased.”

Pleased to see you become the woman I should be? 

Mother’s voice whined in my ear. I think not.

I wet my lips. “I think she’d rather look like this 

herself.” My voice broke into a higher register.

“Of course. I did not mean—”

In my right ear: The plan is all that matters!

“The plan is all that matters,” I said quickly, before 

Mother had time to hit the button. Such a small pain 

but in such a tender spot—it was brutally effective.

“Quite so, Master Merrill.” She lost the brush and 

artfully spread Mother’s hair over my shoulders.

I am Lady Helena, your mistress.

“I am Lady Helena,” I said firmly. “Your mistress.” 

Our eyes met in the mirror. I wondered if she knew.

She smiled. “As you wish, m’lady.”

My gaze fell. Oh, God… My shame had to be plain 

for anyone to see. How could she not know?

Jonah touched my forehead, my cheeks, and the 

underside of my chin. “Dry as the desert,” he said. 

“Are you ready to become Lady Helena?”

“She is Lady Helena,” Beatrice said.

“Of course she is.” He tilted my chair back. “I’ll 

have her looking like her old self in no time.”

Excellent… Then she switched ears. The man you 

will entertain tonight must be given no reason to 

doubt that you are indeed Helena Monteith.

“Excellent…” I sounded like a teenage girl doing a 

bad Mr. Burns impression. Maybe it had something 

to do with the throat medicine I’d been taking.

Jonah rouged my cheeks for emphasis, did the exact 

opposite for my jawline, then blended and added a 

coat of loose powder. I stared at the ceiling while he 

painted my eyes with charcoal liner, emerald-green 

shadows and black mascara.

I can see you, Mother informed my left ear.

No surprise there; the house was wired like the 

Chinese embassy in DC. From the console in her 

bedroom she could see whatever she damn well 

pleased. The very concept of privacy was a joke in 

this household, even for someone in the bathroom. 

I had long since taken to doing my business under 

an umbrella, although that was probably no longer 

strictly necessary. Twins have few secrets.

Beatrice took a message on her phone. “Sir Douglas 

Bélanger-Evans has arrived.”

Tell him to wait! And then: The encounter must be 

your choice, not his. You are the woman. You have 

the hammer. Alcohol will help.

“Tell him to wait,” I said. “Offer him a drink.”

Beatrice nodded. “He’s in the library.”

“Hold still,” Jonah said. He lined my lips, then in-

filled with red lip gloss. With my eyes closed, he 

sprayed on an invisible sealant. “Give it a few 

minutes to dry,” he whispered, “and it won’t 

smudge, no matter what Sir Dougie might do.”

They fussed over my hair; brushing it smooth, 

infusing it with mist, followed by further brushing. 

The sultry scent of argan oil settled over me like a 

velvet curtain. I found myself tearing up.

“Stop that.” Jonah daubed at my tears. “The liner 

will smudge if you’re not careful. Everything else is 

waterproof, but… What’s wrong?”

I lowered my head. “I’m not me anymore.”

He leaned closer. “I was told that you are Lady 

Helena—is that not true? You look like her.”

I am Lady Helena! Mother barked. Right ear.

“I am Lady Helena,” I said, unconvincingly.

Say it like you mean it—left ear—or the next sound 

you hear will be your own voice, screaming.

“Yes! I am Lady Helena.” I held out my hand. 

“Thank you, Jonah. I am forever in your debt.” 

I had heard Mother say that, more than once.

“And I in yours.” He took my fingers in his and 

helped me up, then stepped back.

Beatrice took me by the arm. “This way, m’lady. 

We must get you dressed. Your man awaits.”

I listened to the voice in my ear. “Beauty cannot be 

measured,” I said, feigning a coy smile. “Nor can it 

be rushed. Let him wait.”

“The female Black Widow is known to consume its 

mate,” she replied. “Douglas is getting off easy.”

Laughter crackled through both ears. I made sure to 

force a smile onto my lips. Mother was watching.

*
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I thought I knew what to expect. Wearing her 

clothes? Piece of cake; everybody does it, right? 

Wearing her hair? Lots of guys have long hair. 

But wearing your mother’s face? That’s a whole 

different piece of pie. Slice of cake? Whatever.

Nothing could prepare me for what I saw in the 

mirror, once I’d been urged into Mother’s gown 

and the expensive jewelry that went with it. The 

woman gazing back at me did resemble her, of 

course, but she wasn’t the mother I knew. This 

version was younger, not to mention gorgeous.

How was I supposed to get away with looking ten 

years younger than Mother’s true age? I’m sure 

this is probably how she sees herself, but would 

anyone else buy it? On the other hand… is this 

not what a makeover is supposed to do?

I took a deep breath. Slim fingers plucked 

at the long blonde tress dangling next to 

her face. My skin tingled where it touched. 

This was a female face, no doubt about 

that. How could it possibly be my face?

She moved closer, her gaze stuck through 

me like an insect under glass. Her eyes 

seemed to glow with a vitality I had never 

seen before; some new source of energy, enough 

to transform the world. Raw. Female. Sexuality.

Soft hands traced the gentle curve of her hips. I 

could almost feel the estrogen pouring through 

my body like warm water from a hose. Only a 

woman born to such a body could possess such 

coy lips, such voluptuous hair, such a flawless 

complexion, or such a penetrating cleavage.

It had to be more than just makeup. What drug 

had I been given to make all of this possible? And 

here’s a thought: might it have something to do 

with why I no longer had to shave—ever.

“Lady Helena?” Beatrice touched my elbow. 

“Are you well? You seem distracted.”

Right ear: Leave me.

I dismissed the girl and left the room. I was on 

my own now. Come hell or high heels.

Come to me.

*

Mother’s suite was on the top floor, overlooking 

the garden. For the first time in my life, I didn’t 

bother to knock.

She was seated, as usual, in a chair facing a bank 

of flat monitors mounted on the wall. Scenes 

throughout the house played in high-definition 

video. There was Jonah in the foyer, suitcase at 

his side, pulling on his coat while Carruthers, our 

butler, made sure he didn’t help himself to the 

silverware. In another, a young man stood in the 

library sipping a martini and scanning the titles in 

the bookcase. A third monitor held the silhouette 

of a slim woman standing in a doorway. She 

appeared to hesitate before stepping inside.

“Don’t let it go to your head,” Mother said, in a 

voice like ground glass. She didn’t move.

I knew what she meant. My outward appearance 

was hers, from the time before her illness, but 

owning her beauty did not give me control of this 

house or anything else—and I had no doubt that, 

in her eyes, she owned me as well.

Mindful of the pain she could inflict I found a 

seat on the bed; eyes down, legs together.

My, my… they certainly did a number on you, 

didn’t they? Her chair swung to face me.

Martian Fever is a cruel disease. The fever itself 

is mild, but the virus takes root in the skin—the 

largest organ in the body—leaving it dry and 

mottled; like something you might find buried 

under a pyramid in Egypt. Mother was perfectly 

healthy, only she looked to be about two hundred 

years old. Her bad luck; only one person in ten 

thousand caught the disease, and only a fraction 

of those were left disfigured. Life has a way of 

giving some people exactly what they deserve.
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Mother cleared her throat. “This task requires total 

commitment. I need to know you’re up to it.”

I told her I’d do my best. My gaze flew around the 

room, settling on anything and everything other than 

the diseased figure in the chair. Hard to believe that 

it had once looked as I did now.

Not good enough. “You are a Black Widow,” she 

rasped. “A female predator. Act like one.”

I liked spiders about as much as I enjoyed being my 

mother’s remote presence unit. We locked eyes, but 

only briefly. “I know what to do,” I said, with false 

confidence. “Convince him I’m a woman.”

“No. He has to believe you are me.” She paused. 

“Think of it this way. Merrill is dead. He doesn’t 

exist. With my voice in your head and my words in 

your mouth—together we are Lady Helena.”

My mouth was dry. “I get it.”

“I’m not sure you do.” Her eyes gleamed with the 

intensity of a laser beam. “The world swarms with 

muggles, male and female alike. Most of them can 

barely lift their snouts from the trough long enough 

to breathe, let alone accomplish anything.” Her lips 

fell silent. Then there are those like me; the high-

born, the capable—

I shouldn’t have said it, but some perverse slice of 

my brain forced a comment about Slytherin House 

from my mouth. Instantly, Mother’s finger stabbed 

at the remote control in her lap. A bolt of lightning 

flashed through my head. I heard myself scream.

“Don’t interrupt.” Her finger continued to caress the 

button. “You do not deserve that body. You wear it 

only because I cannot. Do not forget that.”

Spots swam before my eyes. “I wish I could.”

“Total commitment,” she said. “Let’s practice that, 

shall we?” Her lips moved. Stand up.

In one of the monitors a blonde woman came to 

attention, her long skirt swirling.

Right ear: I am Lady Helena Monteith.

I repeated the message, realizing that I now sounded 

more like Mother than she did.

Pain sank through me like freezing water. It is not 

enough to say the words. You must believe them.

My back stiffened. “I am Lady Helena Monteith.”

More pain. Who are you?

My breath sucked in and out. “My name is Helena 

Monteith.” I tried to believe it.

Her face was a death-mask. I am a woman of grace 

and distinction. My son is a useless muggle.

I seethed inside but the words emerged, unscathed.

In mind and body, I am female.

I spoke and repeated the message in my head. It was 

the truth, it had to be. My transformation was more 

than just makeup and prosthetics; only a real woman 

could look like this, or feel like this.

My soul must be female… Who knew?

Go now. The man is waiting. Wield your body as 

a weapon. Bend him to my will.

My smile was quick, yet empty.

*

Douglas Bélanger-Evans was a man in command of 

considerable economic power, but he looked to be 

not a day over thirty, if that. From his bio I knew he 

had to be older. Perhaps he’d been spending his 

money on mud baths and a personal trainer.

“Madam.” He greeted me as a gentleman, his eyes 

down, his lips bouncing on the back of my hand.

“Sir Douglas.” I reclaimed my hand.

“Lady Helena,” he said with practiced ease, while 

his eyes looked vacant. “It is my hope that our new 

partnership will yield great progress in our fields of 

mutual—”

What the hell is wrong with him? The fool sounds 

like he’s not— The link fell silent for a moment.

Stall him. I’ll be back.

I accepted a glass of white wine from Carruthers 

and wandered over to the window overlooking the 

garden. Bélanger-Evans appeared worried, but he 

kept on talking. Two floors up, Mother was no 

doubt calling on certain people and demanding 

answers. That’s pretty much what she does.

He’s a puppet, she said, once the man finally shut 

his yap. Somebody out there is pulling his strings. 

Probably the real Bélanger-Evans.

I knew it before she did; the proof was staring me in 

the face—my reflection in the darkening glass. 

Douglas Bélanger-Evans himself must have caught 

Martian Fever; this sap was probably his son.

This can still work, Mother told me. The bastard is 

nearly out of cash, but his holdings are compatible 

with mine. The merger must proceed.

I set my glass on the sill and approached Douglas 

the Younger, or whatever the hell his real name 

might be. “Know this, Sir Douglas, wherever you 

are,” I said, parrot-like. “I share your affliction. But 

we can, and we should, work together.”

“You are not Lady Helena?”

“We speak through our sons.”

The man’s eyes widened, lowering to take in the full 

extent of my body. I knew what he was thinking.

“You sought to fool me,” he said.

“As did you,” I replied. “Might we put that aside 

and deal with matters as they are?”

“We should speak directly,” he said. “My son is an 

unreliable conduit.” The pain in the son’s eyes was 

all too obvious, at least to me.

My cheeks burned as I relayed Mother’s agreement 

that I too was a disappointment. But in that same 

moment, a new idea rose from the depths of my 

animal hindbrain. One chance to be free…

Entertain the boy, Mother said, after I had spoken 

the numbers of her private communications back-

channel. Then she fell silent.
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I requested music; a waltz. Carruthers moved to 

comply. “Dance with me,” I told the young man, 

and he too complied. Men. Better to be the girl.

We didn’t have much time. Both parties could hear 

us, but hopefully they were too busy to take notice. 

There was also a camera mounted above the door, 

so I danced us toward the opposite wall.

In heels, I was almost as tall as he. “It’s true,” I said, 

gazing up into his eyes. “I was Lady Helena’s son. 

But not anymore; she gave me the snip a few 

months ago. I’m a woman now. Can’t you tell?”

I could see the puzzlement in his eyes. “We could 

be good together, you and I.” A coy smile. “You’re 

a handsome man. Don’t you find me attractive?”

I could read the answer in his face, and in the twitch 

of his hips. I pulled us closer together, riding the 

dent in his trousers like a hobby horse. Entertain the 

boy? I could do a lot more than that.

“Show me,” I whispered, lifting my face to his.

Our lips met. I imagined I could hear my mother’s 

laughter, bubbling through the house like a message 

from beyond. With any luck, it soon would be.

I leaned into the kiss, wrapping my arms around his 

waist. He responded, gripping my back with one 

arm while his other hand crept into my hair. Our 

heads moved in perfect unison. He was mine.

“Read my lips,” I said, mouthing the words. He 

stared at me, his eyes unfocused. He nodded.

“I have a plan,” I whispered. “We can be free. Both 

of us. Together. You and me.” I fluttered my lashes 

and swallowed. “If you want me.”

“Tell me,” he mouthed back.

“He treats you so badly,” I said. “Your father. My 

mother is the same way. If only we could…”

His lips moved. “Could what?”

“I can’t do it. She can hurt me. But you…”

He touched my cheek. “Tell me what to do.”

“I cannot. It’s—” I looked him in the eye, trying not 

to smile. “If you kill mine, I’ll kill yours.”

*

The pain began a few minutes after he left the room. 

First one ear, then both. My wine glass hit the floor 

and I followed it down.

It felt like a jackhammer trying to split my skull like 

a walnut. Through the pain I forced myself to focus 

on one simple fact—that Mother couldn’t possibly 

go on pushing that button forever.

Carruthers expressed his concern. I told him to go 

and fetch me the biggest fucking painkiller anyone 

had ever stuffed down their throat.

About a hundred years later, the agony stopped. In 

legal terms, that’s when I became Lady Helena.

*

I pretended to cry when they arrested the awful man 

who had murdered my dear mother, and I managed 

to shed a few tears as I told the police how the man, 

who had pretended to be Sir Douglas, had invented 

some fantasy whereby he and I could be together if, 

and only if, my wonderful mother was done and 

dusted, and out of the picture once and for all.

And then they were gone.

I was standing in the garden with a fresh glass of 

Pinot Noir Rosé, looking for the Red Planet in the 

western sky and on the verge of drinking to my 

good fortune, when my left ear twinged. Maybe 

someone had stepped on the remote? It occurred to 

me then that I should probably—

Master Merrill? My heart sank; it was too late.

I can see you, luv. I know you can hear me. Just 

wanted to let you know that I’m your new owner. 

Things are going to change around here. For a 

start, I’m going to be the richest maid ever. You’re 

going to be Lady Helena for a very long time.

Now about that operation you mentioned…

Like I said, people get what they deserve.  �


